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How has Funding supported BOSFIT?

We have recently enrolled a second Instructor onto the Broadway 

Boogie course to deliver the class alongside our main Instructor. This 

also means that we now have an extra Instructor to assist with 

developing BosFIT videos to enable us to extend our current range of 

videos and reach out to new customers with even more classes such 

as Fitness Pilates.

We have also had a staffing restructure which has resulted in more 

time for myself to be in the Recording Studio with Instructors to 

produce more content as I now have flexibility in my shifts to help 

match others – This is aided by the support of Boston Big Local as it 

funds some of the time required for Instructors and myself to be in 

the studio recording outside of our working hours.

Funding has also in general assisted in the continual process in which 

we learn more about what our members enjoy and what they don’t 

to help shape the ‘ideal’ timetable based on analytics.



Small Improvements to BOSFIT
• We have recently invested in a few new pieces of equipment to make the recording 

process easier for class production. The in turn results in classes being made 

available in a more efficient time. The equipment such as the additional lighting 

helps highlight the different colour tones and separate the Green Screen from the 

Instructor which makes the removal of the green background much easier to achieve 

whilst heightening the picture quality of the video.

• We have also worked towards establishing a way around the boundaries put in place 

due to licensing issues. These issues were preventing us from publishing the 

Broadway Boogie class onto BosFIT. Moving forward, there are a couple of plans we 

have put together to make the class online friendly. 

• This includes trialing a Pre Recorded video being posted for the duration of a LIVE 

event and switching hosting platforms. This will mean we can finally offer a long 

awaited class, virtually.

• We have also completed our first few videos ready for the Pre/Post Natal classes 

and have successfully completed the video assessments so our Instructor is 

competent and qualified to deliver these. This class is unique to us as no other local 

facilities are offering this at present.



Conclusion
Video Data and Analytics:
Currently we offer 3-4 classes per week. These are changed periodically, usually around every 6 weeks. What we can learn from the statistics is that 
‘HIIT’ is quite popular however ‘Yogalates’ is starting to see a reduction in views. The watch time and views however on both Facebook and YouTube 
are continuing to reflect positive results and even during timetables which host classes which are less popular, the watch time isn’t effected –
indicating people are still actively completing classes available online. What is also nice to see is the fact the split of Male to Female participants has 
not declined which shows we’re still engaging with Males through classes which they enjoy viewing in comparison to choreographed classes which 
seem to be more popular in females.

What has gone well:
We have completed the first few Pre/Post Natal Classes and our Instructor has officially passed her course. This means we can now look at a release 
date for these classes. These classes have already been welcomed by clients at the Complex who have asked about safe exercise to do whilst in the 
pregnancy process. I also informed these clients of these videos which were due to be released and word has already started spreading which positive 
feedback from the community of Mothers. We have also seen an increase in availability for the Online Studio in comparison to the last quarterly 
report in which we struggled.

What hasn’t gone well:
At present we’re finding limitations with producing Broadway Boogie classes for online viewing. This is due to licensing issues and even though one 
solution was in place to host a pre recorded class LIVE, the computer does not have the specification to support this. We have however got a couple of 
other ideas to make this class online friendly which we will be trialling soon.

All in all, even now the country is returning to a more normal state, we are continuing to see progress with BosFIT which shows the positive impact 
it is having on lives if people are still keen to be involved even when people are becoming busy again with work and day to day life.



THANK YOU


